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The Desigrir Simulation, and Operation
of a Comfortable Indoor Climate
for a Standard Office
P. Sin¡¡nond¡
Me¡ubcr ASHRAE

ABSTRACT

Buiding operation strategies can greatly øfea occu-
pant comfort arú energy we, and building sìmuluion tools
can provide the system desìgner with detailed inþrmation
about the dynatnic behavior of the building. With this ìnþr-
mation, the designer can then optimize the capacíry and
operøting schedules of the HVAC system to talce advantage
of the thermal interactions of the building.

The prediction of human comfort is an area ín which
öûensive research has been carried out and requires
calculation ofvarious factors in the occupied zone.

An analysis of the thermal environ¡nent requires a
complete solution to the equations representing air move-
ment and thermal response of the room under þnaníc
conditio¡u.

Using a dynanic simulæion computer prograrn, various
configuratiotx were símulated that resulted ìn an optimum
design being achieved based upon comfort conditions, not
lemperqtures,

This paper shows how dffirent fabric construction,
glass types, sun shading, and air-conditioning systems were
simulated, resulting in an optimal desígn and operating
strategyfor a comfonable indoor climate throughout ayear.

I¡YTRODUCT¡ON

The most important function of a building is to provide
a comfortable indoor climate that is achieved as economi-
cally as possible.

Extensive investigations and experiments involving
numerous subjects have resulted in methods for predicting
the degree of thermal discomfort of people exposed to an
environment.The most well-known and widely accepted
methods are Fanger's "comfort equation" and his 'predicted
mean voten and 'predicted percentage of dissatisf,red"
(Fanger 1972). lr¡/ith these methods, several thermal
comfort st'niþ¡¿. (e.g., ASHRAE 1981; ISO 1984; Jokl
1987) have been established during the past decade. These
standards specify environmenüal parameter ranges (i.e.,
comfort zones) in which a large percenlage of occupants
(generally at least 8O%) regarcl the environment as accep-
table. Most work related to thermal comfort has concen-
trated on steady-state conditions. Only one of the above
standards (ASHRAE 1981) also specifies limits for chang-
ing envirottmental parameters.

Fanger (1972) deduced a "thermal index' that could
exprqss a zubject's thermal sensation in a clirrate deviating
from the optimum. Fanger a.ssumed that thermal sensation
is a function of the thermal load of the body. The predictive
mean vote (PMV) index can be determined when the
activity (metabolic rate) and clothing (thermal resistance)
are estimated and the following environmental parameters
are defined: air temperature, mean radiant temperature
(MRÐ, relative air velocity, and partial water vapor
pressure. The PMV index is based on a thermal load and is
defined as the difference between internal heat production
and heat loss to the actual environment for a person with
(theoretical) mean skin temperature and sweat secretion at
an actual activity level.

Fanger quantified the relationship from the results of
experiments in which people were asked to cast a 'therural
sensation' vote. The PMV scale is, perhaps, a little difficult
to interpret. People are not identical, so in reality a group
of people would report a varying range of thermal sen-

sations. The PMV indicates the most probable sensation
from the thermal load conditions. Tbus, the PMV gives a

general indication of the level of comfort (i.e., thermal
sensation) but contains no indication of the range of comfort
actually experienced.

The predicted percentage of dissatisfied (PPD) index
establishes a quantiùative prediction of the number of
thermally dissatisfied penions who have voted on a seven-
point comfort sensation scale, i.e., hot (+3), warm (+2),
cool (-2), or cold (-3).

The PPD scale provides an indication of the range of
comfort experienced in reality due to individual differences.
The relationship betrveen PPD and PMV was deduced by
Fanger. The PPD indicates the percentage of people who,
when asked the question, 'How comfortable are you?'
would sy, "I feel too warm" or 'I feel too cold.'

It is impossible to satisfy all persons in a large group
in the same climate. Even with a perfect environmenlal
system, a PPD of less than5% is rarely attainable (a point
often overlooked in practice, where any complaints,
however few, are taken as an indication that the system is
defective or badly operated).

If the thermal freld is uniform, the PMV will be the
same for all of the occupie<l zone, and by changing the
temperature level, a PMV of zero can be obtained. This is
the only way the minimum PPD of 5% can be achieve<l for
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a whole mne. If the tbermal field is not unifqnn ¡ th,
occupied zone, r¡akes it still
possible to achi but the ppD
will be higher t

crrcumstances these fluctuations will take place. Simulation
techniques are used to determine control ìtrategies. These
control strategies are then optimized to minimize the
operating cost (i.e., energy and demand changes) while
controlling the HVAC system to meet comfort criteria in
the occupied zones.

BACKGROUND OF DESIGN METIIODS

servrces necessary to provide the required environmental
conditions come under careful scrutiny. The analytical tools

to emerge as commonly used design tools for commercial
office space.

The purpose of most of today's c¿lculations is to
determine the correct heating and cooling capacities for a
room so that a required room temperature can be rcalizrÁ

(design condition). The heat loss
m envelope and the losses by
are c¿lculated by methods based

on a steady-state model.
The optimurn with respect to energy use depends on

many variables, including economic and environmental
impact issues. Because a building and its ptant are an
integrated dynamic system, it is difficult to esüablish an
optimum influenced by this
dYnamic b of a system 'never'
Yields the whole! So in order
to establish optimum energy use, we first need to be able to
approach the overall system integrally.

These problems have to do with insufficient capacity in
certain circumstances. Two factors play a role. The first
factor is the increased degree of insulation, used a.s a result

l2

culation method and its correction factors. Tvpicallv.
i¡ternal gains are on the order of 30 to 45 W/*.'for l
average working space of lO m2 per person, that is the
equivalent of around 400 'rr¡/. A large percentage of these
internal gains (between 60% and 7O%) is i¡ the form of
electromagnetic rediation and is absorbed directly by
internal surfaces prior to being convected to the air sp"ce.
Heating is not always Decessary. Wltt a well-insulated
building envelope, the inærnal heat production is enough to
he¿t' tbe office even when the outside air temperature is
-5"C. Heating will only be necessary when the outside air
temperature is lower than -5oC and when the ofñce is
trloccupied. Dynamic phenomena, such as the warming up
of the building after an intemrption in the heating, 

"r"much more critical becauss of overcapacity. In an absolute
sense, this necessitates an accurate simulation of the heat
exchange process. All pbysical phenomena have to be
calculated precisely to obtain the required accuracy. The
main factor involved is the occupants' dernand for a trign_
quality indoor climate. The thermal comfort in a room must
be considered at all times.

A person's thermal sensation is ¡elated to the thermal
balance of the body as a whole. This balance is influenced
by physical activity and clothing, as well as by environmen_
tal parameters, such as air temperature, mean radiant
temperature, air velocity, and air humidity. rvVhen these
factors have been estinrated, the thermal sensation for the
body as a whole can be predicted by calculating the pre_
dicted mean vote.

ASSPSSTXG THER}íAL COMFORT

Thermal comfort is generally defined as that condition
of mind which expresses satisfaction with the thermal

influenced by

a environmental parameters, such as air temperature (0),
mean radiant temperature (MRT), relative air velocity
(v), and relative humidity (RH), and
individual parameûers, such as activity level or meta-
bolic rate (M) and clothing thermal resistance (I clo).

Lfunltatlon of Goniort pnedictlon¡

Fanger's comfort equation is erirpirical and is based
upon statisticel data gathered in working environments.
Consequently, ctre is necessary in interpreting comfort

-results in a space that is not essentially a workplace (for
example, a shopping m¡ll or leisure complex). The main
characteristics of a work environment are as follows:
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. Occupants are in the space for continuous long periods.
o People are at work, not at leizure.
o The ririnimum clothing level is generally higher in a

working enVironment (i.e., on the hottest day, persons
at leisure wearing shorts and s T-shirt would probably
wear a light suit if they were at work). These char¡c-
teristics mean that the level of comfort expected in a
working environment is probably higher than the level
of comfort expected in a leisure euvironrnent. So, when
analyzing a space that is not a workspace, the comfort
results will probably be pessimistic; that is, people will
feel less satisfied with an environment if it is their
workplace rather than a place of leisure beceuse they
will tend to judge the environment more severely.

For a global analysis, the model carries out an analysis
of the radiant field at each point of analysis in the occupied
znne. A person is assumed to exist et each point and a heat
balance ca¡r be e.stablished at -the surface of the person.
Angle factors are used to evaluate the surface/zubjects
radiant exchange.

At this stage only, long-wave radiation from normal
low-temperature surroundings has been considered (where
radiant exchange is dependent on the temperature of the
surroundings). However, short-wave solar radiation csn
have a significant effect upon the MRT (as radiant exchange
with the surroundings is independent of the temperature of
the surroundings due to the high redisnt source tempera-
ture). The effects are considered using the theory developed
by Fanger. The path ofsunlight is tracked in the space and
modiñe.s the MRT (at each hour) to i¡clude the effect of
direct solar radiation if the point of analysis is not shaded.

COMPLEXITTES OF I'TNAMTC
BUTLI'ING LOAD CALCT,'LI\T¡ONS

Dynamic thermal interactions-under the influence of
occupant behavior and ambient conditions-between a
building and its systems are still difficult to predict, and
several causes influence the results. In practical terms, this
often results in non-optimal building/iystem integration.
Until recently it was often thought that ambient conditions
and solar radiation largely influenced the calculation results.
But this investigation will show that the internal loads arè
the primary influence on buildingisystem interaction.
However, the corresponding architectural design of a
building can still influence building loads considerably.
Temperature effects (swing) can be influenced by building
construe tional design.

The following sources act upon the indoor climate via
various heat and mass transfer processqs:

Conduction through the building envelope and partition
walls.
Radiation in the form of solar transmission through
transparent parts of the building envelope and in the

form of long-wave radiative exchange between zur-
faces.

Convection, causing heat exchange between surfaces
and air.
Air inñltr¡tion through the building envelope, inside
the building, and within the installations.

The configuration of perimeter walls and the percentage
and type of glazing in tbe exteraal and internal walls arp
very important. Usually the glazing is a weak point for both
heating and cooling loads, and special attention must be
paid to its structural design. U-value, transparency, and
reflectanc€ features have considerable effects on dynamic
building loads.

Ar¡hltooûu*rl Dcr[n tad
lberr¡l ln¡¡¡t¡tlo¡i

The heat losses or gains of a building generally take
place at the borders between the i¡door and outdoor
climates, i.e., the building shell, which consists of the
outside walls and glass areas, the roof, and the floor. To
keep these resulting heat losses at a minimum, it is neces-
ssry to keep the borders ûo a minimum, which requires a
unique building tbat has s low Ao/v relationship, which is
the rplationship between the hestrxchagging encasing area
Ao (the'shell) and the enclosed.volume v (the gross vol-
ume). Next to minimizing the outside area and form of the
building, therm¡l insulation is one of the most important
factors for keeping energy use at & minimum. The therm¡l
transmittsnce value is a function of the relationship between
the encasing area and tbe gross volume (the Ao/v relation-
ship) of the building and the thermal insulation index,the ff
value, which is calculated as follows:

r=Ñ'ï't'à;,#r?.n (r)

where

Ao = the encssing area of the building (the shell),
v : the enclosed volume (the gross volume),
,t : the average therm¡l transmittance value of the

building envelope lWlm2'X¡.

ln this r¡anner, the defined /I index can be used !o
show the quality of a building's thermal insulation. The
thermal insulation index for a well-insulated building must
be at least 12. Energy-saving buildings must attain a velue
of at least 14. The minimum .11 values for different coun-
tries are shown in Figure 1, and Table I shows the .II
values for the different building conñgurations used for this
comparison.

Climate windows are double-glass windows comple-
mented by a third layer on the inside. Air is extracted from
the room via the opening between the second and third
layer of glass. Solar heat, which then enters the window, is

a
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TABLE 1
Building Configurations Used for the Comparison

CBM FGDP Schiphol P4 Chipshol
DIMENSIONS

tolal floor area 25000 m2 2 x 8000 m2 65000 m2 10000 m2
lenqth 5.4 5.4 5,4 5.4
widrh 3.6 3,6 3.6 3.6
heiqht 3,6 3,6 3.6 3,6
lowered ceilino heioht 2,7 2.7 2,7 2.7

indow orientation rh south south

ORIE

occu TION

INTERNAL LOAOS
l¡qhtinq f W/m2ì o 9 15
occupants lW/m2l I 10 I 10
equipment f W/m2ì 10 7 18 20
tota I f W/m2ì 26 32 35 45

CONSTRUCTION

GLAZING

HEATING NTILATION

occupanls oer room 2 2 2 2
occuoancv oeriod 8:00 to 18:00 8:00 to 18:00 8:00 to 18:00 8:00 to 18:00

concrele 200 mm concrete 200 mm concrete 200 mm conclele 230 mm
min. wool 50 mm insulation 100 mm m¡n. wool 70 mm min. wool 5O mm
cavity 50 mm concrete 100 mm cavity 40 mm cavity 250 mm
concrete 100 mm sleel olate 2 mm concrele 150 mm

vv/mz.Á 0,51 0.35 o,44 0.5

ro of

K-value fW/m2.Kì

screed 20 mm screed 20 mm screed 20 mm screed 20 mm
insulation 80 mm insulation 80 mm insulation 80 mm insulation 80 mm
concfete 220 mm concrete 250 mm concrete 220 mm concret€ 200 mm

0.4 o,4 0,4 0.4

lloo¡/lowered
ceiling

K-value lW/m2 Kì

carpet 5mm carpet 5mm carDet 5mm carpet 5mm
concrete 220 mm concrete 220 mm concrete 220 mm concfete 200 mm
cav¡ty 660 mm cavity 660 mm cav¡ty 660 mm cavitv 700 mm
tiles 10 mm liles 10 mm t¡les 10 mm t¡les 10 mm

1.7 1 1.7 1 1,7 1 1.7 1

qlazinq percentaoe 28",L 43./" 36"/"
tYPe climate window Reversol srlver climate window IPN
K-value w¡th vent. 1.5.{ 1,85
K-value wilhout vent. 202 10 1,7
solar transmission 1 9?; 371L 28"/"
liqht transmission 321L 32L

infiltration fa c /hì 0.5 0.5 05 0,5
mechanical vent [a.c /h ) 2 tE, 2,5
supply air temÞ summe 17 17 17
supOly air lemo w¡nter 20 t(\ 20 20
lype of heatinq atr radiator atr radiator
secondary cooline VHV unit VHV unil VHV unit VHV unit

lT value 17 'I 6 18 17

t.l
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U value

Wlm2K

1,8

1,6

1Á

1t

1

0,8

0,6

0,4
0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9o.7 1.0

0.1 o.2 0.3 0.4

Fígurc I IT Value in rebtion to U and AoN.

directly absorbed by the extract air and does not enter tbe

¡oom. The advantage of this system is that the temPerature

of the inside glass has neady the same temPerature as the

room suurmer and winter, which greatly improves the

comfort levels in the room. As the solar heat is absorbed by

this extract air, it provides energy for heat exchange

equipment in the air-handling unit. During the zummer, this

air is directly extracted from the building.

SIMULI\T¡ON TOOLS

The use of simulation tools is becoming common

practice. Simplified peak load methods (such a^s UA¡T for
heating and the CLTD/CLF method for cooling) are

typically used for dasign (sizing) calculations. These

methods, by their nature, limit the range of conditions thet

can be analyznd for optimum sizing. Simulation tools

traditionally have been used for energy analyses, that is, for
the determination of annual energy consumption for a

typical year, but they can also be used for design cal-

culations if properly applied'
The only differences between a peak-load sizing

calculation a¡d an annual energy analysis are the assumP-

tions made concerning the outside environment and the

internal operation of the building-the heat transfer prin-

ciples are the same. A simulation that is valid for off-peak

conditions will also be valid for peak conditions.

The benefit of using a dynamic simulation tool is that

complex peak conditions can be modeled that would not be

possihle with traditional design methods. In order to give

the designer a complete picture of a building's thermal

characteristics, a simulation tool must sufficiently model the

dynamic effects of the building and mechanical systems. An

hour-by-hour simulation program that uses a heat balance

method is a minimum requirement in order to simulate

dynamic effects. The program must be capable of dealing

with varying space temperatures and must handle the

transient therrr¡l mass effects properly. In addition, the tool

must account for all the obvious environmental factors and

internal loads.
The weather data required to estimate the performance

of the plant and building are the ambient dry-bulb temPgr&-

ture, ambient humidity ratio, and the solar radiation. It is
also necessary to evaluate the incident radiation on exterior

building surfaces, which requires knowledge of components

of both beam and diffuse radiation along with surface

orientation and ground reflectance properties. In order to

study the effect of weather on dynamic comfort control in
a systernatic rlÂnner, the approach utilized in this study was

to generate diurnal variations with statistical correlations in
terms of average daily weather variables' A weather

generator was used to produce diurnal variations in ambient

dry-bulb, wet-bulb, and solar radiation based upon daily

statistics. The advantages of this approach over the use of
a standard reference year is that it allows for systernatic

parametric studies of the effects of weather on dynamic

comfort control in terms of simple statistical parameters.

The variables that cbaracterize the diurnal variations i¡
ambient temp€rsture' humidity, and solar radiation sre the

daily average terperature and soler turbidity.

MODELINC

Pt¡nt

Various plant configurations could have been modeled.

During the last few years, however, a specific plant
configuration has emerged that csn provide and optimelly
control a comfortable indoor sllm.ete.

This system, shown in Figure 2, consists of a central

air-handling unit thet provides two changes of ventilation air
per hour (ach) at 16'C during tbe sumrer and 20"C during
the winþr. The humidiñcation of the zupply air varies

between 30% and 70%. This air is supplied to the rooms by

l5
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Figure 2 Schematicfree cooling.

means of slot difñ¡sers mounted in the lowered ceiling at a
distence of about I meter from the outside wall. These slot
diffusers can also be installed next üo the VHV ,nits as one
complete unit in the lowered ceiling.

Secondary air circulation is driven by the VHV unit
mounted in the lowered ceiling (see Figure 3). ri/arrn air
rises and is collected above the lowered ceiling. This air is
then cooled by the VHV unit and enters into the room
where its physical properties circulate the air further
through the room.

The amount is dependant upon
the temperature air temperature in
the lowered ceil of the VHV unit.

been developed that
complete plant. The

led by the occupants

o altering the building envelope or inner partition by, for
example, opening doors, windows, or vents, or by
closing curtains, lowering blinds, etc.;o scheduling or adjusting the setpoint of some controller
device that may ect upon the building by automating
tasks.

lherr¡al Gon¡fort Sl¡rul¡tlon
The prediction of the comfort level requires calculation

of the following factors at a required location in the
occupied zone:

. dry-bulb air temperature,
o radiant temperature,
o air speed,
. vaPor pressure.

Such analysis of the thermal environment requires a
comnlete solution to the equations representing air move_
ment and thermal response of the building fabric under
non-steady-state conditions.

Heat is transferred by conduction, conveætion, and
radiation, each of which must be considered separately. The
calculation of radiation from factors is esslntial to the
assessment of radiant heat flow; these are calculated for the
space. Conduction through the enclosure surfaces is
calculated dynamically, with time steps adjusted by the
model.

The model takes account of the spatial arrangement of
the surface and the way each surface affects others. This
makes it possible for the sunlight falling on each surface to
be treated separately. The model also t¡<es into account the
effects of humidity and room temperature on the heat given
off by occupants as well as the level of activity.

I'ESIGN APPROACH

The system design approach presented here utilizes an
hour-by-hour simulation tool as the basic calculation
procedure. This approach has been applied repeatedly with
much success and has proved its worth in iractice. The

13.C

70

Ìnter - 20 0c
6.C

j>
'//

/Þ</

13 "C
A¡rhandl¡ng unit

um¡dificat¡on

I

Summer 13.C
wi 8"C

rad¡ator

\
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frgute 3 Climate control for ofices, VIIV system.

discussion here will concentrate on the determination and

operation of the heating and cooling systems for comfort
control of a space in a building.

The basic principle is to eliminate all load peaks as

much as possible.
The ideal is a system that operates at a constant load

near the peak capacity of the equipment, which will
minimize the peak energy dem¡nd and the amount of less

eff,rcient part-load operation.
Naturally, this ideal goal will notbe fully achieved' but

for many applications, especially in high rrass buildings,
the dasign cån approach the goal. The dasign procedure

involves several passes in which various scenarios are

simulated. This method of iteration allows all influences to

be included.
The analyses start with simple calculations of fabric

element performance (thermal properties, condensation),

shading, and solar gain calculations for windows and then

progress to thermal calculations of rooms and compleÞ

buildings. Further data can then added so that complete

comfort simulations ca¡r be carried out under dynamic

conditions.
Four different building configurations were investi gated

(Table 1). These are actual design studies, and, as the table

shows, each building has a different configuration' All the

buildings are situated in the Netherlands. The room or
roorlu being simulated had a standard floor dimension of
3.6 by 5.4 (L9.4 -2¡ ^nd 

had a lowered ceiling 2.7 m
above the floor. The variations in the building construction

had little effect on the results; however, the type of glazing

and internal loads did influence the results. To expand tbe

results even more, it was decided to change the room

dimensions and to investigate the influence of a roof on

these rooms (see Table 2). One of the variations simulated

January -

July

was a 960 m2 open plan off,rce to investigate any differences

between the results achieved for the 19.4 m¿ offices. The

various configurations afe shown in Tables 1 and 2.

RESULlS

Gt¡z¡ng

The following glazing and climaÞ window configur-
ations were analyzed and compared ùo esch other:

1. double-blank glass with inærnel horizontal blinds,
2. double reflective glass with intemal horizontal blinds'
3. slim¡te windows with integrated horizontal blinds.

The analysis took place under the same solar and

ambient conditions for two months:

rninimum outside air Þmperature, -11oC;

solar inþnsity on the vertical north-orientrted
zurface, 54 \ü/m2;

solar intensity on the vertical south-orientated
zurface, 551 rf//m2.

maximum outside air temperaturc, 32" C;
solar intensity on the vertical southorientatod
surface, 650 V//m2.

Figures 4 and 5 show the amor¡nt of solar inænsities

that are transmitted into the rooms for January and July.

Figures 6, 7, and 8 sbow the inside surface temPerature

of the glnzing for January's south and north orientation and

July's south orientstion.

sot
dlfluser

plenum

lowersd
Iv o

I
alr

perfo rated ce¡ling tile 

-

-unit lighting

. Vent¡lation alr
. primary cooling
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TABLE 2
Basic Assumptiors for the Simulation

Variant

Dimen

KLM54R s4D KLMK KLM72D KLIVIVERcode KLM54

2 4 5 6 7

width x lenath 3 .5x 5.2 5 3.5x 5.2 5 3,5x7.05 3.5x 5.25 14.1x7.05 3,5 x7,0 5 1 4,1 x68
Lowered ceilino heioht ¿.1 2.7 2.7 2,7 2,7 2.7 I,l

Orienta tion fel 240 240 'I 50 240 15

2 2 2 10 2 100Occu pants

lnternal load

Exter¡or wall construction

Rool constructlon

Floor/ceilin construct¡on

Window construction

Ven t¡la I ion

lia h t¡nq f W/m2l 14 14 14 14 14 14 14
occu Þa n ts f W/m2ì I 8 I I I I I
equipment f W/m2ì 23 23 23 23 23 23 23
total f W/m2l 45 45 45 45 45 45 45

concrete fmml 200 200 200 200 200 200 200
ins u la tio n lmmì 80 80 80 80 80 80 80
cavity Immì 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
platework fmmì 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

K-value f W/m2.Kì o,44 0.44 o.44 o,44 044 0,44 o.44

concrele/aerated concrete slab fmml 450 450
insulation lmmì 80 80
felUbitumen layer fmmì 5 5

K-value lW/m2 Kì 0,5 0.5

ca rpe t fmmì q' 5 5 5 5 5 5

concrete/aerated concrete slab lmmì 450 450 450 450 450 450 450
cavity lmmì 660 660 660 660 660 660 660
t¡les fmmì 10 'l 0 10 10 10 10 10
K-value lW/m2 Kì 1.7 1 1,7 1 1,7t 1.7 1 1,7 1 1,7 1 I .71

heiq h t lmì 1,8 24 18 f.8 1,8 1.8 1 .812.4
tyPe climate

rvindow
climale
window

climale
window

cl¡mate
window

cl¡mate
window

c l¡mate
window

c lima te
window

K-value f W/m2Kì 1 05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1,05 1 ,05 r .05
Solar transmission t%l 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

outside air infiltration 0,5 ACH 0,5 ACH OSACH 0.5 ACH 0,5 ACH 0.s AcH 0.5 ACH
mechanical ventilation 3.0 ACH 3.0 ACt{ 2.2 ACH 3.0 ACH 2.2 ACH 2.2 ACH 2.0 ACH
supoly a¡r temDeratufe f 

rcl 16 'I 6 16 t6 16 16 16
secondarv coolino VHV-unit VHV-unit VHV-unit VHV-unil VHV-unit VHV-unit V HV- u nit

l8
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The effect of the clirnate window csn be clearly seen in

Figures 4 and 5. In January the high loads ofsolar radiation

transmitted through the double glazing would lower the

heating load and decreasp energy consumption. Figure 5

shows the results for July when the climaæ window lowers

the level of solar radiation transmitted through the window,
which decreases the cooling load and reduces energy

consumption. From the results shown in Figure 4' it could

be concluded that double glazing is advantageous during the

winter. Figuras 6 and 7 show the resulting inside surface

terdperatures of the glazing variations, and it is clear that

tbe c.--,'¡te window construction increases the inside surface

temperatuie of the glazing. This is important, as we were

controlling and operating the space between comfort limits
and therefore require<l a flatter curve to improve the

resulting MRT in the space. Figure 8 shows the inside

surface temperatures for July. The climaæ window has the

srnallest temperature swing, which results in a smaller

deviation of the MRT within the space.

1O:00 12:oO 14:OO 16:OO 18:00 20:00 22i00

Con¡lort Gondltlon¡

Figure 9 shows both inside air temperatures and PMV

values for winter conditions. During the winter periods,

both CBM and Schiphol had lower inside air temperatures;

these variations were heated by air as both had climaþ
wi¡dows. The other two tended to overheat by about I ùo

2 K. This was due to the response time of the radiators

because of the high internal gains and because the optimum

start algorithm used could not cope with the pending

i¡ternal load. The reason for this was that the simulation

model targeted its heat requirement at 20oC t I K st
08:00. At 08:00 the computer simulation model proceeded

to "switch" on the internal load. The room thermostst then

proceeded to switch the heating off, but the radiator

supplied heat for some time after this signal. This phenome-

non resulted in an activation of tbe VHV unit, which meant

that the convective cooler was compensating for this

overshoot.

+ double glazing 0 double glazing with inside 'r' climate window
su nshading

Figurc 4 Transmitted solar energy (January).
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The rooms that were simulated with climate windows

were cooler than the rooms with glazing and radiators due

to the convective heating of the air' Bec¿use the resulting

room te

cooling
internal
for example). The PMV results for these two variants were

lower than the models with radiators bec¿use there was no

direct radiation gomPensation available'

The dip is caused by the reduction of the heating output

of the radiators, which is replaced by the internal gains

(equipment, lighting, etc). Figure 9 shows that the comfort

"onditio.t 
have PMV values of about - 0'2, which indicates

that the space will feel cold rather than warm' The cold

effect is created by the negative radiation from the windows

and because the internal heat sources are more convective

than radiative (equipment, lighting, etc.).

When intermittant heating is used, a period of preheat-

cost.
Figure 9 shows

of the work period
timization strategies.

21'C. \rVhen using
building, the temperatures at the beginning of the occu-

pation þriod are lower bec¡use a PMV of {'5 can be

tolerated, which lowers the heating energy necessary to

maintain these comfort conditions.

Figure 10 shows the summer temperatures and PMV

values of the four variants. Botb variants simulated with

climate windows had a better temperature profile' The

PMV vslues were ell within the limits of 4'5 to +0'5' All
simulations were carried out with a msximal outside air

temperature of 32"C (a very warm period) and a total solar

intensity of 80o tr¡//mà. Diiect solai inænsity of 650 \il/m2

with zero cloud cover was used.
be verY successful; the self-

capacitY needed no oPtirnal

nvective heat gain increased,
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Figure 9 Inside air temPeratures s,ù PMV values for ø

winter period (-11"C).

Experiments were carried out at optimal start times for

the plant, but these proved to be unsatisfactory due to two

Pnmafy feasons.

a very simple [¡anner.

2l
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coNcLUstoNs
The object of this research was to investigate the

simulation and operation of a comfortable indoor climate
for a standard office. The results clearly show that this was

achieved. A technique has been utilized for the design and

operation of a building and its .installations.that is easily
implemented on a computer, enabling an optimal strategy to
be determined in advance from a knowledge of the various
building interactions. This method affords a high degree of
flexibility in the choice of constraints. It is a useful means

of improving present design aids for the sizing and oper-
ation of a building and its plant under transient conditions.
Several different facade constructions were simulated, but
tbe differences between them were minimal. The test did
show that significant results could be obtained with different
glazing confi gurations.

.The glazing areas varied fromZ8% to 43%, and the
results showed the advantages of using climate windows.

These investigations show how the VHV units with low
ach primary ventilation can be combined to produce an

alternative to conventional forms of air conditioning, with
the emphasis on oblaining the highest comfort levels in the
workspace.

The'investigations have concluded that supplying air at

low velocity into a space will cre¿te a pool of fresh air that
will circulate evenly through the space. \ilhen this air
comes into conLact with heat sources, such as equipment
and people, it will rise up, ventilating and removing heat.
This air is then collected at a high level, where it is cooled
by the VHV unit and enters into the room where its
physical properties ci-rculate the air further through the
room. The amount of secondary circulation is dependant
upon the temperature differential between the air tempera-
ture in the lowered ceiling and the surface temperature of
the VHV unit.

Another advantage of the VHV unit with low ach
primary ventilation was the individual zone conditions it
created. If a particular office or part of an office had a

lower internal load than was simulated, then the room
temperature would remain within the comfort conditions,
the convective heat gâin in the lowered ceiling would be
minimal, and, therefore, the VHV unit would not be
utilize<I, and, consequently, no ancilliary cooling energy
would be required.

The system is a self-regulating system that does not
have a complicated control strategy to carry out the simple
tasks required. Operating an office under comfort conditions
and not temperatures clearly shows that the energy neces-
sary to mainLain the required conditions is less than by
conventional systems.
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Fígure 10 Inside air temPeratures and PMV values for a

summer period (32"C).

the amount of air moved by tbe cooling effect incressed a¡d
subsequently decreased when the load decreased. Tbe

combination of variable load and circulation rate resulted in

a comforøble inside environment throughout the day, with
minimal temperature fluctuations. Because both occupancy

and ambient conditions cannot be predicted, a certain

amount of flexibility must be included in plant dimensions

and control strategy.
Figure l0 shows that when operating the space within

comfort limits, the inside air temperatures are higher than

most present-day recomendations of maximum summer

temperatures. Becsuse the PMV are within limits' the'se

higher temperatures can be accepted. The higher room

temp€ratures during tbe summer Period result in a smaller

cooling load for the space and a decrease in energy con-

sumption.
Figures ll and 12 show further results obtained for

different configurations for the same buildilg. Various

office configurations and a complete l0O0 m2 open plan

office were simulated for a warm July day' Configurations

2 and 4 did exceed the PMV of +0.5, but this was due to

the orientation and glazing areas of the rooms. Alternative

7, which was the 1000 m2 open plan office, søyed within
the required limits, even under the extreme conditions.
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